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Rear door seals in blue

I have tried on a number of occasions to get our
enthusiasm for the early Discovery noticed by the
classic car press. I believe that the Publicity & Press
Officer of the Discovery Owners Club has also tried to
get a mention of the fact that the Discovery is 25 years
old this year.
The October copy of
Classic Motor Monthly
came across my doorstep
today, and what a very
pleasant surprise to see in
the centre of page two, a
three column wide article
about the birthday party.
Included in the article is a
picture of 526 at the local Mark Woodward, Autumn
Classic Car & Bike show, at Ripon Racecourse on 31st
August.
CMM is a monthly newspaper devoted to classic
car clubs and the shows that enthusiasts regularly visit.
I receive the paper as a subscriber, but they are offered
free to the visitors of the many shows about the country.
Not long to the big show at Plymouth. I hope to see
all the known faces there, and many new faces too.

Kevin Bond (G610WAC) ordered a seal from
me, (see June Notes) which I collected from
Duckworth Parts at the Peterborough Land Rover
show on Sunday 21st. They are brand new, old
stock, and come in a sealed plastic bag to keep
them clean.
I have fitted one to 526, which on first sight
looked a bit small. However the seals are quite
flexible and need a little stretching as they are
fitted.
The seals, MXC2687JUL, are circular with a
joint but have no shape. Using a wooden mallet
and starting with the seal joint at the centre of the
bottom of the doorframe, I tapped it into place,
working from the centre, stretching it as it was
fitted round the frame.
The Parts Manager at Duckworth Land Rover,
Kevin Bates, has offered to search for any items
that we require for our early Discoverys. If you
are in need of parts that are listed as no longer
available, Kevin will do his best to find them for us.

2.0 Mpi
I have for some time thought about saving an Mpi,
but none have been for sale recently. Then just as I am
fully committed to two other restorations, two come up
for sale. Now that the pre pro is finished, almost, I intend
to start on G478WAC, and then the A registered 5-door.
One is with Chris Hodson, in Staffordshire. An L reg
in blue with 7-seats. It is not taxed but has just had an
MoT pass. Chris is asking £1500 for it and can be
contacted on 07842 818294.
The other is in the North East, but I have no details
yet, except to say that the owner intends to fit a Tdi
engine. If he feels that the rest of the car is good enough
to take the time and expense to fit another engine, then
I would suspect that the car will be easy to restore. I am
still hoping to see the car soon.
If you are interested in an Mpi restoration, do let me
know.
Another one, but not for sale, is with Richard Bates.
He is a V8 enthusiast and bought the car because he
was told that it had a petrol engine under the bonnet. It
has, but when the bonnet was lifted, to his surprise, it is
a 2.0 Mpi.
I hope to have some details for the October Notes.
Roy.

You can give him a call on 01673 842101, or
email at: kevinbates@duckworth.co.uk and mention
that you saw the offer in G-WAC Notes.

PETER JAMES INSURANCE.
772, Hagley Road West, Oldbury,
West Midlands. B68 0PJ.
Telephone: 0121 506 6040.
www.peterjamesinsurance.co.uk

G513DHP, pre pro 5-door. Tested and taxed.
On the road at last, and what a powerful beast it is, up to 70mph in no time. With just an MoT advisory
on the windscreen, because of a chip, it sailed through the test after Ripon 4x4 had checked it over after my
pre MoT check.
There is a slight knock from the rear suspension, which I suspect is the A frame ball joint. Perhaps some
water has got in there, and after five years being stood about, the rust has probably been dislodged and now
the ball is loose in its socket.
513 is now in the paint shop. To save time and cost, I removed the bumpers, plastic sills and the door
cards. There are still a few jobs to do to it when it returns home. A spare wheel carrier to fit, a broken spring
to replace in the n/s front door lock, the gearboxes and diffs need an oil change. The central locking does
not work, but all the doors will lock from the inside.
While it is away I have been cleaning the door cards, replacing the broken pockets on the driver’s side
door card. From my stock of wheels and tyres that I have about the house and garden, I have identified five
Pirelli Scorpion S/Ts. Some on steel wheels and
some on the newer type of alloy wheel, so I need to
get them all on the same type of alloy, the type that are
fitted to G226EAC.

I have done a fair amount of scraping and painting of the chassis and under-body steelwork, but it is not
complete yet. If I don’t have time to finish it before the trip to the Plymouth Birthday Party on 10th October,
I will have to regard it as “work in progress”.
The paintwork is generally good, but the lacquer is peeling on the driver’s side, where it may have been
sat in the sun for so long.

There is the usual aluminium corrosion at various areas, which can be killed with modern treatments and
painted with an etch primer and undercoats, before the application of the topcoat.
I am looking forward to seeing the Foxfire Red paintwork shining again.

More work on 465.
So we've about nine days until Plymouth and I've a car that’s still in a thousand bits, so it’s touch and go
as to whether I make it. But it wont be for the lack of trying - currently working till 10 every night and all
Sunday. Up to press the roof’s done, the boot floor and rear inner 1/4s, both inner wings and I am working
on the floor and sills.
Taking the front wings off to assess the situation probably wasn't the greatest idea I’ve ever had. I knew
there was some of the tin worm set in from the usual places i.e. where the clips for the arch liners go, but that
was just the start!!!
It got better from this point onward…not! Following the rot round, led into the front body mounts and even
though I could have just plated them up and re done them at a later date, I'm already in here so time to bite
the bullet and get them done. The mounts were cut out and new ones fabricated and let in, and yes before
anyone says anything, the ends of the chassis rails were repaired too (the only other holes on the entire
chassis)

I know you can buy ready made - up replacement
inner wing sections, but in keeping with the idea of
retaining as much of the original as possible I set about
the repairs.
All the rotten bits were systematically cut out and
new parts made and let in, I even remembered to weld
the captive nuts for the upper wing rail before welding
on the inner wing stiffener.
So finally I got to the completed article. Now I get
to do it all again on the other side.
There are some images of what was done here: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/k4s93jfbvvsx ... uyWTa?dl=0
Jack.
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Brian Radford, of Northmead 4x4, is keeping up-to-date with a copy of the Notes on his website. All the
back issues from the start in May 2007 are there.
He also has another website to advertise Classic Rallies and shows.
www.northmead4x4.co.uk/gwac_discoverys.htm
www.classicrallies.co.uk/index.htm
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